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A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
http://thecomicbookconnection.com/schedule.html
March was a busy month as usual with Megacon, ICFA
Comics Gaming Anime Shows
and Easter. All three were great/ Thanks to David Hartwell,
April 27
Joe Brelant, and Mark Wingenfeld, and Joe Berlant, who let me
U.S. National Guard Armory Crystal River
work at the ICFA bookroom. It was a blast.
8551 W. Venable St
Next month hopefully a Hugo review and some
Crystal River, FL 34429
pictures from the picnic.
$8 or $6 with a food donation to the Mission of Citrus
Co.
Events
Guests:
Chris Berman (writer)
FreeCon 9
501st Legion (Star Wars fan group)
April 5-7
naturecoast.cgashows.com
Florida State University
Oglesby Union
75 North Woodward Avenue
Tallahassee, FL, 32306
Membership is free
www.tallahasseeanime.com/freecon/

Tampa Bay Comic Con
April 6-7
Doubletree Hotel
4500 West Cypress Street
Tampa, FL 33607
$10 each day
Guests: Lauren Cohan (Maggie, The Walking Dead)
Bob Layton (comic artist)
www.tampabaycomiccon.com/
UCF Bookfair
April13
UCF Arena
Free
Guests: Steven Barnes
Tanavarive Due
education.ucf.edu/bookfest
Comic Book Connection Spring Break Show
April 13-14
Holiday Inn
5905 Kirkman Road
Orlando, FL
$3 per day

North Florida Comic Show
April 28
Ramada Inn Mandrain
3130 Hartley Rd.
Jacksonville, FL. 32257
$2 or Free with a donation with Jacksonville Human
Society
Guests: Austin Janowsky (comic artist)
Rachel Pandich (comic book writer)
northfloridacomiccon.com

OASIS Meeting
Date: 10 March 2013
Officers: Patricia Wheeler, Juan Sanmiguel, Peggy Stubblefield,
Mike Pilletere
Members: Dave Ratti, Tom Reed, Arthur Dykeman, Kim Darin,
Hector Houghlin
Guests: Donna Johnson
Old Business: Mike says we’re solvent and need to spend it/send
to charity.
Expected future expenses: Picnic costs, Convention ,
Picnic is Apr 7th at Downey Park in Pavilion One. Starts around
(Continued on page 2)
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OASFiS People

April OASFiS Calendar
OASFiS Business Meeting
Sunday, April 14 1:30 PM, Brick and Fire Pasta and
Pizza Parlor (Downtown Orlando, 1621 South Orange Ave
Orlando, Florida 32806) Come join us as we discuss the
Age of Miracles by Karen Thompson.

Steve Cole
Susan Cole
Arthur Dykeman

SciFi Light
Steve Grant
Saturday April 20, 6:00 PM, Beewon Korean
Cuisine (5100 Dr Phillips Blvd, Orlando, Florida 32819Mike Pilletere
3312). Come and join us as we discuss the Oz books. For David Ratti
more info contact Steve Grant.
Juan Sanmiguel

To contact for more info:
OASFiS Business Meeting

407-823-8715

12:30 PM (prep begins at 11:00AM, volunteers encouraged),
book exchange table, leftover books to auction, and bring
whatever you want (desserts, salads, snacks, condiments (no
alcohol—it’s a dry venue).
New Business: Next Sci-Fi light is at, six o’clock, El Potro on
Kirkman on the 15th . It was originally scheduled for the 23rd
but to many people where going to be unavailable. Gene Wolfe
will be the subject of the talk..
Juan discussed Megacon. He had a printout of the main
programming track of Megacon. Juan noted that it would an
extra $45 tat minimum to enter Star Trek special event at
Megacon, in addition to the $60 entry. Juan pointed that noted
comic writer Gail Simone. Simone is currently writing Batgirl
and has championed writing three dimensional female characters

Patricia Wheeler

407-275-5211
stevepcole@hotmail.com
407-275-5211
sacole@mindspring.com
407-328-9565
adykeman@bellsouth.net
352 241 0670
stevegrant@embarqmail.com
mike-sf@webbedfeet.com
407-282-2468
dratti@eudoramail.com
407-823-8715
sanmiguel@earthlink.net
407-832-1428
pwheeler11@cfl.rr.com

Second book in Seanan McGuire ‘s Cryptid series out.
Arthur, Tom and Arthur talked about video programming for
OASIS.
Book Discusssion: The Long Earth, well enjoyed by most
readers. Juan did not know about the fact this was first in the
series. He realized it was series by reading Locus. When he was
reaching the end of the book, he was surprised at how many
loose ends there were near the end of the novel.
Films:
Jack the Giant Killer: Nobody’s seen it yet.
Oz the Great and Powerful: No one’s seen it yet.

CON NEWS: New Hotel liaison, no more Kasey. Pool movie’s
subject to hotel approval/copyright infringe.
Jacob Weisman of Tachyon books coming as a guest.
Seanan Maguire’s travel booked, then Jacoob. Also coming.
Sandra McDonneld and Ben Bova. No Jack McDevitt this time.

Hector brought books to share.

Deep South Con 2015 is still attainable.

Letters:

Art, tee shirt color dark blue ground and silver print, maybe two
color print, and pre-orders on the website (Tom working on
design/has spaceship logo). Tom and Juan will be working on
the program book. Kim Darin will be running the Chili contest .
Prizes were discussed. The gaming team were contacted.

1706-24 Eva Rd.
Etobicoke, ON
CANADA M9C 2B2

Donna suggests the Age of Miracles by Karen Thompson for
next month’s meeting.

March 24, 2013

Registration: We have more money in registration this year, from
Dear OASFiSians:
pre-sales, primarily.
There will be a programming meeting on Sunday March 24 th at
Yellow Dog Eats at 3p.m.
Advertising, Juan dropping flyers at UCF Bookfair, ICFA, and
Megacon.
Volunteer situation still a little slim. Juan and Michael will be
looking into it.

Thanks to Juan for issue 304 of the Event Horizon, and I will
attempt a decent letter of comment with only six pages of zine to
look at. Worth the shot…
Earlier this month, the cast of ST:TNG appeared in Toronto at
the annual Toronto Comicon, and local fans made the trip to see
them. There are eager and well-helled fans out there…at least
(Continued on page 10)
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The 2013 Hugo and John W. Campbell Award Nominees
(source Hugo Award website)
1324 valid nominating ballots were received and counted.
Best Novel
 2312 by Kim Stanley Robinson (Orbit)
 Blackout by Mira Grant (Orbit)
 Captain Vorpatril's Alliance by Lois McMaster Bujold
(Baen)
 Redshirts: A Novel with Three Codas by J ohn Scalzi (Tor)
 Throne of the Crescent Moon by Saladin Ahmed (DAW)
Best Novella
 After the Fall, Before the Fall, During the Fall by Nancy
Kress (Tachyon Publications)
 The Emperor's Soul by Brandon Sanderson (Tachyon
Publications)
 On a Red Station, Drifting by Aliette de Bodard (Immersion
Press)
 San Diego 2014: The Last Stand of the California
Browncoats by Mira Grant (Orbit)
 “The Stars Do Not Lie” by Jay Lake (Asimov's, Oct-Nov
2012)
Best Novelette
 “The Boy Who Cast No Shadow” by Thomas Olde Heuvelt
(Postscripts: Unfit For Eden, PS Publications)
 “Fade To White” by Catherynne M. Valente (Clarkesworld,
August 2012)
 “The Girl-Thing Who Went Out for Sushi” by Pat Cadigan
(Edge of Infinity, Solaris)
 “In Sea-Salt Tears” by Seanan McGuire (Self-published)
 “Rat-Catcher” by Seanan McGuire (A Fantasy Medley 2,
Subterranean)
Best Short Story
 “Immersion” by Aliette de Bodard (Clarkesworld, June
2012)
 “Mantis Wives” by Kij Johnson (Clarkesworld, August
2012)
 “Mono no Aware” by Ken Liu (The Future is Japanese, VIZ
Media LLC)
Note: category has 3 nominees due to a 5% requirement under
Section 3.8.5 of the WSFS constitution.
Best Related Work
 The Cambridge Companion to Fantasy Literature Edited
by Edward James & Farah Mendlesohn (Cambridge UP)
 Chicks Dig Comics: A Celebration of Comic Books by the
Women Who Love Them Edited by Lynne M. Thomas &
Sigrid Ellis (Mad Norwegian Press)
 Chicks Unravel Time: Women Journey Through Every
Season of Doctor Who Edited by Deborah Stanish & L.M.
Myles (Mad Norwegian Press)
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I Have an Idea for a Book… The Bibliography of Martin
H. Greenberg Compiled by Martin H. Greenberg, edited by
John Helfers (The Battered Silicon Dispatch Box)
Writing Excuses Season Seven by Brandon Sanderson, Dan
Wells, Mary Robinette Kowal, Howard Tayler and Jordan
Sanderson

Best Graphic Story
 Grandville Bête Noire written and illustrated by Bryan
Talbot (Dark Horse Comics, Jonathan Cape)
 Locke & Key Volume 5: Clockworks written by J oe Hill,
illustrated by Gabriel Rodriguez (IDW)
 Saga, Volume One written by Brian K. Vaughn, illustrated
by Fiona Staples (Image Comics)
 Schlock Mercenary: Random Access Memorabilia by
Howard Tayler, colors by Travis Walton (Hypernode Media)
 Saucer Country, Volume 1: Run written by Paul Cornell,
illustrated by Ryan Kelly, Jimmy Broxton and Goran
Sudžuka (Vertigo)
Best Dramatic Presentation, Long Form
 The Avengers Screenplay & Directed by J oss Whedon
(Marvel Studios, Disney, Paramount)
 The Cabin in the Woods Screenplay by Drew Goddard &
Joss Whedon; Directed by Drew Goddard (Mutant Enemy,
Lionsgate)
 The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Screenplay by F ran
Walsh, Philippa Boyens, Peter Jackson and Guillermo del
Toro, Directed by Peter Jackson (WingNut Films, New Line
Cinema, MGM, Warner Bros)
 The Hunger Games Screenplay by Gary Ross & Suzanne
Collins, Directed by Gary Ross (Lionsgate, Color Force)
 Looper Screenplay and Directed by Rian J ohnson
(FilmDistrict, EndGame Entertainment)
Best Dramatic Presentation, Short Form
 Doctor Who: “The Angels Take Manhattan” Written by
Steven Moffat, Directed by Nick Hurran (BBC Wales)
 Doctor Who: “Asylum of the Daleks” Written by Steven
Moffat; Directed by Nick Hurran (BBC Wales)
 Doctor Who: “The Snowmen” Written by Steven Moffat,
Directed by Saul Metzstein (BBC Wales)
 Fringe: “Letters of Transit” Written by J .J . Abrams, Alex
Kurtzman, Roberto Orci, Akiva Goldsman, J.H.Wyman, Jeff
Pinkner. Directed by Joe Chappelle (Fox)
 Game of Thrones: “Blackwater” Written by George R.R.
Martin, Directed by Neil Marshall. Created by David
Benioff and D.B. Weiss (HBO)
Best Editor, Short Form
 John Joseph Adams
 Neil Clarke
(Continued on page 4)
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Stanley Schmidt
Jonathan Strahan
Sheila Williams

Best Editor, Long Form
 Lou Anders
 Sheila Gilbert
 Liz Gorinsky
 Patrick Nielsen Hayden
 Toni Weisskopf

Best Professional Artist
 Vincent Chong
 Julie Dillon
 Dan Dos Santos
 Chris McGrath
 John Picacio
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Brad W. Foster
Spring Schoenhuth
Maurine Starkey
Steve Stiles

Best Fancast
 The Coode Street Podcast, Jonathan Strahan and Gary K.
Wolfe
 Galactic Suburbia Podcast, Alisa Krasnostein, Alexandra
Pierce, Tansy Rayner Roberts (Presenters) and Andrew
Finch (Producer)
 SF Signal Podcast, Patrick Hester, John DeNardo, and JP
Frantz
 SF Squeecast, Elizabeth Bear, Paul Cornell, Seanan
McGuire, Lynne M. Thomas, Catherynne M. Valente
(Presenters) and David McHone-Chase (Technical Producer)
 StarShipSofa, Tony C. Smith
Megacon 2013

Megacon 2013 was held on March 15-17, 2013 at the
Orange County Convention Center. Patrick Stewart, Jean-Luc
Picard of Star Trek: The Next Generation, and Neal Adams,
comic artist, were the Guests of Honor. This year had a reunion
of the cast of Star Trek: The Next Generation. This included
Jonathan Frakes (Riker), Brent Spiner (Data), Gates McFadden
(Crusher), Marina Sirtis (Troi), Michael Dorn (Worf), Wil
Wheaton (Wesely), Denise Crosby (Yar) and John DeLancie (Q).
Other guests included Gail Simone (comic book writer), George
Perez (comic artist and co-creator of the ‘80s Teen Titans),
Darwyn Cooke (comic writer and artist of Justice League: New
Frontier), Lou F errigno (70s TV series Hulk), Stan Morrison
(artist), Paul Vincenti (artist), and Richard C. Livingston (artist).
Rachel Pandich, Kate Carleton, Siike Donnelly, Glen
Hoyle, Paul Barnes, Sarge of Battle Drawn Radio, Grayven, and
Best Fanzine
Monica Ravenwolf talked about Giving Back to Fandom.
 Banana Wings edited by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer Pandich and Carleton talked about their work with the
Womanthology comic. It was put together in response to the
 The Drink Tank edited by Chris Garcia and James Bacon
claim that women have no interest in comics. Many big names in
 Elitist Book Reviews edited by Steven Diamond
the comics industry like Gail Simone made contributions to
 Journey Planet edited by James Bacon, Chris Garcia, Emma Womanthology. Pandich is also working on a horror themed
J. King, Helen J. Montgomery and Pete Young
anthology called Skin Crawling Comics. The purpose of the
 SF Signal edited by John DeNardo, JP Frantz, and Patrick anthology is to show that you can write good horror without
having to resort to “splatter porn” or exploit women. Siike
Hester
Donnelly and Glen Hoyle discussed Solestar comic. The book
was written by Donnelly, co-edited by Hoyle, and the book has
Best Fan Writer
contributions from several artists including Ravenwolf and
 James Bacon
Barnes. It is about a Japanese superhero on what maybe the last
 Christopher J Garcia
day of his life. The profits of the comic will go into brain
 Mark Oshiro
aneurysm research. Donnelly suffers from brain aneurysms and
one went bad on him years ago and needed a great deal of
 Tansy Rayner Roberts
rehabilitation. Paul Barnes talked about the Hero Initiative
 Steven H Silver
which helps out comic writers and artists in need. This aid can
come in the form of financial support or finding new avenues of
Best Fan Artist
work for the writers and the artists.
 Galen Dara
Anime fan Nemaria did a panel on the anime of the 90s.
Best Semiprozine
 Apex Magazine edited by Lynne M. Thomas, Jason Sizemore
and Michael Damian Thomas
 Beneath Ceaseless Skies edited by Scott H. Andrews
 Clarkesworld edited by Neil Clarke, Jason Heller, Sean
Wallace and Kate Baker
 Lightspeed edited by John Joseph Adams and Stefan
Rudnicki
 Strange Horizons edited by Niall Harrison, Jed Hartman,
Brit Mandelo, An Owomoyela, Julia Rios, Abigail
Nussbaum, Sonya Taaffe, Dave Nagdeman and Rebecca
Cross

(Continued on page 6)
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Megacon 2013 Costumes

Frorm Left to right
Top Row: Captain Aizen & Captain Zaraki from Bleach, Zatanna, Blackhaw and Lady Blackhawk, Lana and
Striling Archer.
Middle Row: Spy vs Spy, Two Aquaman Namor and Mera, Gwen Stacy, the Tooth Fairy from Rise of the
Guardians, Megara from Disney’s Hercules
Bottom Row: Montgomery Scott, Lex Luthor & Jor-El, Captain Kurotsuchi from Bleach, Waldo and Carmen San
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She did it in the form of a quiz show presentation. Each slide of
her presentation had a fill-in-the-blank or multiple-choice
question about anime or the 90s. She talked about the popular
trends of the time. Some of the anime discussed: Princess
Mononoke, Sailor Moon, My Neighbor Totoro, Digimon and
Pokemon.
Neal Adams, Joel Adams and Josh Adams had a panel
on their family. Neal explained why many comic professionals
had such bad deals in the past; for years people thought the
comic industry was going to go bust at any time. Because of
this, those in industry rarely thought in the long-term. Most of
the contracts they had were freelance. Neal argued for stronger
contracts, which came about only recently. Someone asked Neal
about motion comics. Neal felt the Astonishing X -Men motion
comic was well done but others like The Watchmen was not.
He thinks the motion comics will get better with time. Neal was
asked about the issue of Green Lantern/Green Arrow he drew
which dealt with drugs. He said what made that possible was
Stan Lee doing a comic dealing with drugs in A mazing SpiderMan. The Comic Code did approve the issue, but Lee published
the story without the Comic Code seal. That loosen the
restrictions of the Comic Code and allowed Neal’s story to be
published easily. Joel Adams discussed his work in licensing
images on the Internet. He had noticed that a lot of art was being
modified on the Internet and used on social media, but there was
no compensation for the original artist. Joel worked out a way
that people could use the art and give back to the artist. Josh
Adams has been working on IDW’s Doctor Who comic series.
He was asked his favorite Doctor Who story, and he responded
with the “The Doctor’s Wife”, written by Neil Gaiman.
Kent Ward of the Propeller Anime fan group and
Roberto Ramos of the Anime Spot fan group examined the Best
Anime of 2012. Below is a list of the anime they discussed.
1. Lupin III: A Woman Called Fujiko Mine – This
series is the latest addition to the Lupin III
franchise. This show focuses on Fujiko Mine, the
femme fatale of the series, with Lupin and the other
regular characters in supporting roles. The show
was truer to the original manga and very sensual. It
is the first Lupin III series directed by a woman,
Sayo Yamamoto. It is available on the Funimation
web site.
2. BTOOM! – This is about people trapped in a real
life version of their favorite video game. They
must play the game to survive.
3. Thermae Romae – An ancient Roman architect
travels to modern Japan. He is fascinated by
Japanese baths. He is able to travel back and forth
between the two worlds. The architect brings back
some of the modern innovations he sees to his time.
4. Psycho-Pass – In the future people’s mental state
can be measured easily. People who have a high
crime coefficient are apprehended and sometimes
with lethal force. Some people with high crime
coefficients are employed by law enforcement.
5. Sword Art Online – This is similar to BTOOM!.
People are trapped in a virtual reality video game

6.
7.

8.

9.

and if one dies in the game one dies in real life.
Ward and Ramos did not like the second arc of the
series. Ward, a game programmer, complained that
game code is easy to hack and thus the people
could have been rescued easily. It was placed on
the list because it has a following.
Berserk: Golden Age Arc II: The Battle for
Doldrey – This is an adaptation of a popular manga
epic fantasy series.
Kids on the Slope – This is a coming-of-age story
of teens in Japan in the mid-1960s. Two boys who
get off on the wrong foot find common ground
through jazz music.
Jojo Bizarre Adventures – This is an adaptation of
a popular fantasy manga. This is the multigenerational story of the Joestar family and their
fight against supernatural threats.
Space Brothers – This is the story of two brothers.
One joins Japan’s space program as an astronaut
and the other is a car designer. The brother in the
car industry loses his job due to a fight with his
boss. He joins his brother in the space program.
This anime is about following your dream.

Paul Pelletier, Gail Simone and Ethan Van Sciver talked
All About DC. The panel felt DC had r enewed ener gy and
freedom to try new ideas. They loved DC’s recent reboot of
most of the titles, known as the New 52. Someone asked about
the matter of writers and artists being reassigned to the new
comics. Sciver said it is good to givethe writers and artists an
opportunity to work on a character that interests them. Pelletier
work on many different Marvel books and is happy to be now
working on Aquaman. Simone has been working on Batgirl
since the New 52 started and has been able to set up storylines
that will pay off several issues in the future. Simone likes the
direction the book has taken and the fact the story is developing
organically. The panel was asked if they could bring back any
character that was in the pre-New 52 continuity. Simone misses
the Secret Six, and Zinda from Birds of Prey but is happy with
the new playing field the New 52 offers. Sciver would like to see
Impulse and other aspects of the Flash universe back, but likes
what is going on in the New 52. Simone talked about the new
version of the Ventriloquist she is working. That character will
appearing in a future issue of Batgirl. Sciver is going to make
the Mad Hatter scarier by using Simone’s version as a starting
point and will be partnered with a new version of Tweedledee
and Tweedledum. Sciver also announced that he and Simone are
working on project involving Plastic Man. Simone was asked
how it was to work on the Court of Owls crossover in the
Batman books. She said that Scott Snyder, the Batman writer,
asked if she wanted to be involved. Simone thought about how
Batgirl could be in the story, and worked with the editors to
make it fit the storyline. She thought this was the way to do a
crossover. Then Sciver explained that Metropolis and Gotham
City are characters too and have distinct looks and said that there
are maps for all the cities in the DC Universe currently in
production. The panel was asked about guilty pleasures in their
(Continued on page 8)
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Megacon 2013 Costumes

Frorm Left to right
Top Row: Wolverine, Zatanna, the crew of from One Piece, Captain Marvel (Marvel Comics).
Middle Row: Supergirl, Captain Kyōraku , TARDIS Dress, A dress made of Pokemon cards
Bottom Row: Fix-It Feliz and Tim Turbo from Wreck It Ralph, Poison Ivy Catwoman Harley Quinn, Codex’s
avatar from The Guild, Hobbit
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reading. Simone has not had time to read much, but likes
Batman, Swamp Thing and Animal Man. Sciver is reading The
Complete Peanuts. He enjoyed the book, but does not know if
it is a guilty pleasure. Pellttier was asked about his work on
Aquaman. He likes writer Geoff Johns’ take on the character.
Aquaman is often thought of as a joke, but Johns addresses that
and takes the character seriously. Currently Johns and Pelletier
are developing the supporting cast from Atlantis. Pelletier is still
new with the character and is letting Johns drive the story. A
panel asked about any superheroes fighting each other in the near
future. All of them said there are a few altercations coming up
soon.
Gail Simone was interviewed by Allan Dempsey of
Rack Pack Comics podcast. An audience member asked what
Marvel characters she would like to work on. She likes SpiderMan, Storm, and Kitty Pryde. Dempsey asked what it is like to
be a woman working in comics. She does not think of herself as
woman in comics. Simone focuses on being the best writer she
can be. She wanted to write characters and stories with depth,
which she felt was missing in a lot of comics. She did want to
make a comic with a female cast a success, which she did with
Birds of Prey. It did not register with Simone that she was a
woman in comics until she came to conventions and saw that the
panels were almost all composed of men. She was asked how
she writes male characters. Simone uses her theater background
to help develop all her characters by thinking about what their
motivations and hopes are. She will sometimes seek advice from
male relatives and friends. She wants to deal with the characters
honestly rather than superficially. She also does not want to
write preachy comics, but wants to let the stories stand on their
own. Simone does not work 9-5; rather she juggles her time
around her commitments. She needs to write without
distractions. Simone would like to have a more structured
schedule. Dempsey asked about her favorite work. She liked the
humor she got to do in Deadpool. She was proud of the success
of Birds of Prey. She liked dealing with diversity in the group
comic Secret Six. She was very proud of her work on W onder
Woman. She felt Wonder Woman had many roles, such as sister,
ambassador, and warrior, but she could not be all of them at
once. Simone tried to pull all aspects together when she wrote
the comic. Dempsey likes Simone’s version of Wonder Woman
because it made the character more of a force to be reckoned
with. Simone was asked about unsung work. She wished
Welcome to Tranquility and Rose and Thorn had gotten more
attention, although W elcome to Tranquility did well as a trade
paperback. Simone talked about her Kickstarter project. It is
called Leaving Megalopolis, which is about a city where the
superheroes have turned against the populace, and a group of
people are trying to escape. It is the most successful comic book
Kickstarter project ever. Simone is working on a new Red Sonja
comic. She likes barbarian characters. Red Sonja will be able to
make her own decisions and will not do Penthouse poses before
battle. Simone is amazed at how much fun she has had writing
the book. Dempsey asked Simone what she means by honesty in
writing. Simone feels a lot comic writing is superficial and
focuses way too much on action and not enough on character.
Simone is doing a team book for DC called the Movement. It is
a modern version of the Teen Titans. The characters are around
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17 to 22 years of age and a very diverse group in regard to race
and sexuality. Sometimes the team makes mistakes. Simone
was asked if she missed Oracle, Barbara Gordon’s identity when
she was in a wheelchair and functioned as a computer hacker for
the DC Universe. She does miss Oracle, and while writing Birds
of Prey resisted attempts to magically heal her and have her go
back to being Batgirl. When the New 52 came around, Simone
knew there was no way to stop Gordon’s return as Batgirl. She
wanted to have Barbara Gordon deal with her recovery
realistically. Simone was asked if there was something she did
not want to do. An editor pitched her a comic idea called
Supermom which did not appeal to her. Simone asked if there
was something she wanted to do but did not. She did want to
have Hippolyta, Wonder Woman’s mother and Queen of the
Amazons, to marry a fellow Amazon Philippa and abdicate the
throne. Simone felt Hippolyta would have to leave the throne to
avoid accusations of favoritism with her wife. I asked how
Simone came into the industry. She was a fan and participated in
online comic book computer forums. She started the website
Women in Refrigerators to discuss how women were portrayed in
comics. She wrote some parodies on comics. She did a column
on the Comic Resources web site. Then she got a job writing
comics for Bongo Comics, the publisher of The Simpsons
comics. She wrote part-time and owned a hair salon. She was
offered a one-year contract at DC. She decided to sell her salon
when her contract with DC was renewed, and works on comics
full-time. Simone was asked which artists she would like to
work with. Simone felt she was lucky with the artists she
worked with, but would like to work with Amanda Conner. She
was asked what she would do if she wrote for Supergirl. She is
not sure. She would need time to figure out how work with that
character. An audience member thanked Simone for making it
easier to be a female fan. Simone thanked the female fans since
they help her fight for her stories by showing there is an audience
for them.
Propeller Anime fan group discussed the history of
Gainax, an anime studio. I was delayed by the Gail Simone
interview. By the time I arrived, they were discussing Otaku No
Video. This is a direct-to-video story that is loosely based on the
history of Gainax. The anime includes interviews with current
and past otakus (passionate fans). The panel then discussed the
milestone mecha series Neon Genesis Evangelion. This is about
teenagers defending a future Tokyo with mecha called
Evanagelions, or Evas from giant creatures called Angels. The
director Hideki Anno, who had worked on Hayao Miyazaki’s
Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind, received death threats from
fans angry over the ending of the show. Anno did the film End
of Evangelion to answer these criticisms, but he grew
disillusioned about the anime industry. He did direct two Cutie
Honey films, a popular franchise, for Gainax. The next show
the panel examined was FLCL. The series is about 12-year-old
Naoto who lives in an odd town, and it gets weirder when a girl
named Haruko runs him over with her Vespa, and moves in with
him. Gurren Lagann is about children finding a mech and using
it to fight against an oppressive government. The latest Gainax
series is Panty and Stocking with Garterbelt. Panty and Stocking
are angels who get kicked out of heaven and must fight ghosts to
earn coins to buy their way back to heaven. They are overseen
(Continued on page 10)
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Megacon 2013 Panels

Top Row (left to Right): Giving Back to Fandom Panel- (l-r) Rachel Pandick, Kate Carelton, Paul Barnes, Greg
Hoyle, Siike Donnely (sitting), Graven Ravenwood, Monica Ravenwood, the Sarge
Robert Ramos and Kent Ward discussing the Best Anime of 2012, Nemaria discussing anime for the 1990s,
Second Row: The Adams Family (l-r): Neal, Joel and Josh
Third Row: All About DC (l-r) - Gail Simone, Allan Dempsey, Paul Pelletier, Ethan van Sciver
Fourth Row: Gail Simone and Allan Dempsey
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by the Reverend Garterbelt.
Anime Sushi ran the Megacon Anime Music Video
contest. All of the entries were of good quality and the
presentation ran well, with the exception of the lights coming on
in the middle of it. The awards are as follows (format- award:
anime video maker, song title by group, anime):
Best Bro-mance Award: Armed and Out of
Medication Productions, “Happy
Together” (cover) originally by The Turtles,
Ranma 1/2
OMG Kawaii Award: SinKatt, “Can't Hug Every
Cat” by the Gregory Brothers, Nyan Roi
Best Comedy Award: moonbunnychan, “Poor
Unfortunate Souls” by the Jonas Brothers,
Mahō Shōjo Madoka Magika
Best Drama Award: Unlimited Rice ~ Brand New
(song and anime not known)
Best Action Award: ReggieSmalls, “Stay Down”
by El-P, Fate/Zero
Best in Show Award:lookingglasswolf (Ignition
Studios), “Seven Nation Army” by The White
Stripes, Sword Art Online
Costuming was as big as ever at Megacon this year. I
am amazed at how many Squad Captains from the anime Bleach
were on the floor this year, a great showing for an anime that is
over 10 years old. The most original costume I saw was Mad
Magazine’s Spy vs Spy. The Best superhero costumes were two
Aquamen, a Mera, and a Namor. The best comic book
Supporting character was a Gwen Stacy from Spider-Man. The
best Star Trek costume was a great James Doohan/Scotty look-alike. The best costume based on something I did not see was the
Tooth Fairy from Rise of the Guardians. More costumes can be
seen in this issue.
The next Megacon will be held March 21 -23, 2014, at
the Orange County Convention Center.
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of the season, Ad Astra 2013. We’ll only be there for the
Saturday, but we are hoping for a very good time with some
warm weather in time for the con. Take care, and see you next
issue.
Yours, Lloyd Penney.
More Award News
Philip K. Dick Award
(source Locus website)
The winner of the 2012 Philip K. Dick Award was announced on
Friday, March 29, 2013, at Norwescon 36 in SeaTac WA. The
winner for the distinguished original science fiction paperback
published for the first time during 2012 in the US is:
Lost Everything, Brian F rancis Slattery (Tor)
Special citation was given to:
Lovestar, Andri Snær Magnason (Seven Stories)
2012 British Science Fiction Awards
(source Locus website)
The BSFA Awards winners were announced at Eastercon 64 in
Bradford, England, taking place March 29 – April 1, 2013.
BEST NOVEL



Jack Glass, Adam Roberts (Gollancz)

BEST SHORT STORY

Special thanks to Todd H. Latoski of Comic Related
(comicrelated.com) whose transcript of the All About DC panel
was a great help with this report.



(Continued from page 2)

BEST ARTWORK

one Toronto fan then made the trip to your area to see the TNG
crew at Megacon. Not sure if Wil Wheaton was up here… Also,
saw in other zines some went to the ICFA, still on as I write, and
reports were very good.
My letter…we did go to the garden tea east of Toronto, had a
great time, and won some prizes for our costumes.
Coming up shortly…on March 30, we will learn who’s
nominated for the Hugos this year. And, we should be
nominating for the Aurora Awards very soon here, and I can
relay the nominees as soon as I learn about them.
Not a lot, but it is what I can do at the moment. Hope everyone
had a great weekend…in two weeks is our first major convention



“Adrift on the Sea of Rains”, Ian Sales (Whippleshield
Books)

Blacksheep for the cover of Adam Roberts’ Jack Glass
(Gollancz)

BEST NON-FICTION



The World SF Blog, Chief Editor Lavie Tidhar
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Pictures at ICFA

Clockwise starting at the top left:
Writer Guest of Honor Neil Gaiman
Scholar Guest of Honor Constance Penley
Opening Ceremony Guest of Honor Panel: Constance Penley (Scholar), Neil Gaiman (writer),
Kij Johnson (writer), Andy Duncan (moderator)

Joe Fan
123 Sesame Street
Orlando, FL 32805

OASFiS
P.O. Box 592905
ORLANDO, FL 32859-2905

Convention Memberships:
$35 before 4/30/13
$40 at the door

Tachyon Books

Jacob Weisman

Publisher Guest of Honor

October Daye and InCryptid series

Seanan McGuire

Writer Guest of Honor

Online registration at
www.oasfis.org/oasis

Mail check or money order
made out to OASFiS, to:
OASFiS
PO Box 323
Goldenrod FL 32733-0333

8629 International Dr.
Orlando, FL 32819
Phone: 407-345-1511,Toll-free: 1-877-317-5753
 Stay for $85 per night With your OASIS 26
Convention membership.
(Must register by April 22, 2013)
 FREE PARKING
 Free Shuttle to Universal Orlando
 Multiple restaurants and diversions

The Holiday Inn Resort Orlando:

OASIS 26 is presented by the Orlando Area Science Fiction Society.
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